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ELECTR:l'NIC SPECIFIC HEAT. ·oF 'soDIUM TUNGSTEN BIDN~ 

Robert w·. V~st.9 M.· Griffel.9 and J. F. Smith 

ABSTRACT 

The design and operation of a calorimet~r ·for use in 

the temperature range 1.8-4.2°K. are presented, and. the 

methods used in the treatment of data and· calculation ·of 

results are discussed. 

The heat. capacities ~f several sodium·tungeten bronzes 

( Naxwo3 ) were determined in the temperature = inte:r·val ·1. 8-

}+.20K. samples having x equal to 0.89; · 0.81,· 0.7), 0.65 

and 0.56 were studied.· ·The measured heat capacities. are 

described adequately, by tbe .. sum of two terms, one lin~ar and· 
' '., I • . • 

" . ' 

one cubic ih temperature. The electr6nic ~pecif{c he~~. of . ; 

each sample is obtained. by evaluating the coefficient of the ' ; . . 

linear term,. and the Debye characteristic temperat·ure qerived 

·from the coefficient of the cubic term. 

Densities of one-electron enerey levels at the Fermi. 

energ-y, and ef.fect.ive electron~·c masses are calculat~d from 

the electronic specific heats. A plot of .the density of 

states as a function of enere;y can be made if it is assumed 

that this curve is independent of sodium concentration. 

The justification ·of this assumption is discusseo in the 

light of currerit theories of the solid stateo The density 

of s.tates curve rises rapidly at higher.energies~ and this 

rise is interpreted in terms of the filling of a Brillouin 

.zone or of an overlap of two bandsu 

*This report is based on a Ph. D. thesis by Robert W. Vest submitted 
March.9 1957·.9 to Iowa State College.9 Ames.9 Iowa. This work was done under 
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The heat. capacities of metals at very low temperatures 

{<4°K.) are of interest for two reasons. The first is that 

the vibrational excitation of the lattice become·s more sim.;; 

5 

ple. and clear. cut since·tewer spurious effects and complica

tions enter. For example, the Debye approximation (1) and 
.. . . . . . : . ·~.. . .... 

the mo:r;-e: exact lattice theory of Born and vorl Karman ·(2) .: .... 
. ,· .. 

The second~reas~n for : .·· .. agree only at very l.ow.t~mperatures. 

conducting ca].orime.try below 4oic. is to study tli'e:::c.6h-. > 
..... · '.:.; .. · . . ·:.:· .. : .. 

tribution of the 'conduction eiec.trons to ,the g:ros~::~eat 
'','.I 

capac! ty of the·. metal~ This electronic heat capac;t:ty is 
. · ... ' I • . 

small compared tq the total at. ali but . the ·lowest ,tempera-

tures. 

The objective .. of:;this research was the ·determination 
' ' I ' 

of the heat capacity of sodium tungstel) bronze (NaxW03).as a 
• • • I I 

runction or sodium concentration,; . The temperature' rang~\ of 

The proposed·measure-. 

menta were.or interest because the bronzes areunusual·in 

the respect that sodium, and hence conduction electrons, can 
·. 

be added over a considerable range without arre.ct ing the 

crystallographic symmetry. This property insures that the 

Brillouin zone structure is the same ror all or the cubic 

bronzes .. 

Meo.aurement of the electronic specific heat of a metal 

will yield the density or one-electron energy states at one 
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value of energy, namely the Fe.rmi energy. In the bronzes 

it .is possible to vary the Fermi energy by varying .the 

sodium concentration. Hence, anappro:Ximation of the deri::

sity of .states .~urve can be found for ·a portion -o·f: :the · 
. . 

ener,.ey sp~ctrum, :."Provided that . the distribution of. states'· is 

not a·ppreclably ·~o<;lified by changing .sod~um cottcentration. 
: .. · . .... .. . :· . . . .\ . .. ·. 

Such ~nf~rm~t~:6n;: ·stu:nild be valuable in the :tqterpre.tation 
:·, .. ·:.: .: ' . . . . 

and un~erstang:in·g. of. the elec.~ron theory ·.of me_taliJ ~-' .·• 
. . . ' . . . . ., . ··. . 

•,· 
I 
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lie REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A. Sodium Tungsten Bronze 

The sodium tungsten bronzes are non-stoichiometric 
I . 

sodium meta-tungstate, NaxW03, where x varies from 0 to 1. 

At higher X (>0.3) the bronzes. exhibit the typipally metal

lic proper.ties of' luster and electronic con<;iuctiv1ty. The 

color changes through blue, violet, red, and orange to 
. . . 

yellow'as xis increased from 0.3 to 0.9; The wavelength 
' . . 

of the abs·orption maximum is a l.inear function of· sod .. ium 

concentration (3). The color can be qualitattvely·explained 

(3) on the basis of simple free electron theory. 

1 

The bronzes crystallize in the cubic perovsklte structure 

(4) at all x greater than"- 0.3. Below X"""0.3. the structure 

. ·iS tetragona=!-,: and below X ""'-0.1,5 a lower ."Symme~ry ·struc.ture. 

1s obtained (.5·) ~ Throughout the cubic range the lattice 

parameter. is a' linear ·function of sodium concentration ( 3), 
' . . 

and this property permits a ·~apid analysis for sodium. 

Two indepe~dent s.tudies (6, 7) of elect~ical resistivity 

as a function. of sodium concentration have shown a minimum 

near x ::: ·0.7.5. The Hall coefficient ('7) was found to vary 
J • 

inversely with the sodium concentratio.n and to correspond to 

one free electron for each sodium atom in the crystalQ The 

hypothesis of complete dissociation of sodium into positive 

ions and f':r•ee electrons is further substantiated by magnetic 

susceptil:;>ility measurements (8, 9), which show that sodium 
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tungsten bronze is weakly paramagnetic. Thus, the resistivity 

minimum was attributed ( 7) ·to an anomalous maximum in the 

~electron mobility. Gardner and Danielson (7) suggested the 

'\possibility of ordering of the s~dium ions at x a 0.75 (three

fourths of .. the sites occupied) as an explanation of the 
I . . . . 
mobility.maximum,- but thermal expansion measurements (10) 

\ 1 • • . 

cannot be interpreted in terms of an order-disorder trans-
\ 

formation. 
. . 

Recent studies (11) of resistivity as a function 

of sodium concentration and anneal time .have sh~wn t:p.at 'the . -, 
resistivity-is a nearly linear.function of sodium eonceritra-

tiori. ~t all temP,era.tures . .afte·r anneal. 

Measurements of sodiurn.diffusion (12) in sodium tungsten 

bronze yielded an activation energy considerably grea.ter than 
I 

that expected on the basis of simple vacancy diffusion and· 

geometric consider-ations. An at'tempt (13) to interpret .this 

high activation energy in terms of ionic· bonding was quanti

tativel~ unsuccessful, but the calculations of total elec~ro-
' 

static .energy as a function of sodium concentration-did 

·predict the correct stability range of cubic sodium tungsten 

bronze. 

B• Helium Calorimetry 

For the purpose of determining the heat capacities of 

metals at very low temperatures the calorimetric ·method of 

Nernst and Etiken (14} has been almost universally used. In 

this procedure the sample is cooled to the desired tempera-

I' 
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ture, thermally isolated from its surroundings, and the heat 

capacity determined by noting the temperature rises resulting 

from successive measured additions of energy. Most of the 

early calorimetry at liquid hel.ium' temperatures was conducted 

~at the Leiden laboratory· (15, 16). Later modifications (17, 

18) of the design and techniques de~cribed by Keesom have 

no·t altered the basic method, but are concerned mainly with 

efforts to reduce the he.at leakage, to develop better ther

mometers, and to improve the accuracy of the calcul~t:i.ons. 

The dynamical nature of calorimetry ~t· liquid he limn . 
! 
·t 

temperatui'es requires that a thermometer-capable of yie'rding 

rapid temperature measurements be used. Resistance ther~o-. . . 

meters of leaded phosphor bronze ( 1.5)' consta,ntan ( l5) '·.. .. 
. . 

germanium and silicon semtcon'ductors (19), carbon.resistance·' 

cards (20), amorphous carbon ( 21), and c·a·rboti composition. 

resistors ('22) _have been used with varying degrees of success. 

An ideal thermomete~ would have the· characteristics: high~\ 

temperature-·sens:t,tivity, reproducibility, and insensitivity 
\ 

to measuring ·current and external· fields. None of the ther

mometers ·developed to date combine all of these qualities to 

a completely satisfactory degree. 

The resistance thermometers discussed above are all . . 

secondary thermometers and must be calibrated against a 

suitable standard. The International Temperature Scale of· 

1948 -(23) is defined only to the oxygen point, and so no 

universally accepted scale exists in the liquid helium region. 
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In an effort to arr'ive at a common temperature scale in this 

low temperature region, members from cryogen!~ laboratories 

in the United States, Great Britain and Holland met in Amster

dam in 1948 and arrived at an "agreed" helium vapor press,ure-

ternperature relation.(24) based on the best experi~ental 

evidence available. During the 1955 Conference on Low Tem:-: 

perature· Physics in Paris, tr.te inadequacy of the 1948, liquid. 

helium vapor pressure--temperature S·cale was discusse~ •. The 

Conference members recommended that a p..;,T relation calculated 

... by Dijk .and' Durieux ( 25) on a purely thermodynamic ·b.asis be 

adopted for a new agreed scale to replace the 1948 scale. As· 
' ' '< I ' ' 

an alternative to the Dijk-Durieux calcul·ation, a scale based 
; . . . . . . 

on recent dir'ect measurement~- of vapor :pres~ure . {26). was 
. . . . . ~ 

recommended. The use of ·this latter scale requires tha~ 

vapor pressures be measured in certain specified :ways. 

C. Heat Capacity Theory 

At s u:ff'ic iently low tempera ture·s, experiment has shown 

that the heat. capacities of simp,le metals can be wri tt·en as 

the sum of two terms, one linear and one cubic in temper~ture, 

{1) C = Y T. + f T3 • 

The tai'Irl cubio in tomporature 13 that due 'to vibl'a.tions 

of the constituent atoms about their equilibrium positions, 

A detailed explanation of this term. requires a knowledge of 

the actual form of the vibrational spectrum of the solid. 

This problem is quite thoroughly treated in the recent book 

·. 

.'I 
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by Born and Huang (27). The approximate theory of Debye (l) 

considers a crysta·l as· an elastic continuum, and allows no 

frequencies greater than a maximum ~ • Heat capacities 

calculated from this theory, after choosing~ to best fit 
. . 

experiment, are in· close agreement with experiment despite · 

the crude.nature of some of the approximations made. Debye's 

theory predicts. a_ T3 temperature dependence of the l·attice 
. . . ~ . . . 

heat capacity at sufficiently low temperatures. ··The ·coef-

f'icient of this term is ·' 

. ' 

(2) p =: 12/5.·1T4nR(l/Q 0 ')3 
,l 

· ... ·' . 
. ;· ·, ·. 

: ~ . 

1:. 

where R is the gas constant, n is the number of a t;oms · per 
l 

formula weight in. the ·crystal, and Q 0 is the De bye charac:.. 
• • • • • l • • • • • • • 

teristic temperature defined as Q0 = h Vmf~, h and· k being .. 

Plank's and Boltzinann·•s:.constants respectively. 

The tei'Ill ltnear in temperature in equation ( 1) ·arises . ' ' . 

!'rom the electrons in the m~tal. The origin of s.ueh a term 

was :first accounted for by So_nuner:feld ( 29) . by applying quan

tum statistics. to an electron gas. I:f _g (E) is' the density 

or one-electron energy states per unit volume, then the 

total energy pe·r unit volume E, and the electron density n 

are given by 

cP 

(3) E = n E a rfg (E) f( f )d f 1 
,.eJ 0 

n = . ~g(E}r(£} dE • 
0 . 

Here £ is the average energy per electron, and :f(E} • 
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1/(1 + exp( E - c~)/kT) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution func

tion, fFbeing a normalizing factor commonly c~lled the 

Fermi energy. 

Defining two functions of 

F(t) = ~~g(t)d ( 
energy F(E) and G(t) as 

. [ 

G(f) = ~ g(f)d[ 
0 

and calculating their first ·and 

F I ([) ~ (g(f) 

F 1 '(E) =·g(£)+£g'(f) 

redue~~'equationo:J3) and (l.~) to 
cP 

(5) E = f F'{E)f( ~)d f .. 
0 

<;;P . 

(6) · n = l G1 .. (f)f(£)d €. • 

' 

,. 0 

se~ond d~rivati~es 

G1 ('[) = :g(f)·: 

G 1 1 ( £ l = : ·g' ( E)' . 
1 ,i. 

I., ,: ' 

. -~ . ,. . . . ~ 
'' ·, 

. \. 

It can be shovin : (30) foi~ the case of kT~ [F that· 

; 

• 0 (E)i'(E)d ( = F( E,l + ( TfkT )
2 

F" (i:)/6'£= [F+ • ' •••• 

Fourth anq higher order terms a.ra na¥lected. F(£) can be any 

function of ene:r;agy. This reduces equatlons (5) and (6) to 

(7) E = F(f,)+·(~kT) 2F 11(f)/6' = f~~(E)df 
f:.[F o 

+ (TrkT) 2/6[g(£)+fg' (fJ . 
. & . f=& 

.. (8) n 7 G( [F)+ ( TTkT) 2G11 ( f)/6/ · =· f g(E)d E 
. . £=E.= o 

+ (rrkT)
2/6 g'. (£)~=E • 

F' 

Differentiation of ( 7). with respect to temperature will 
I 

" 
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yield Ce_1 ,·ithe electronic specific heat per unit vo1u1ne,. 
) 

(9) . c61 = f, g( EF )d t,/dT-+ rr-2~2 :t [ g( f) +[g' ( <l] E· EF 

+ ( bkT)2 [2g' (() + [ g" ( f)l - [ df,/dTl 
. E -Er-: 

• 

In order to evaluate d&/dT, equation (8) is differentiated 

with respect to .temperature, giving . 

dn/dT = 0 = g( Er)d&/dT +-~ TTkT)2 g 1 .1 (f)/~] . d f""/dT · 
. , f.= Et= . 

. .. + -n-2k2_Tg' ( f)/3/ e= EF . 

dtF/dT .= - ,f!k2Tg' ( fl/3 [ g(f) +C rt~T)2 g" ( El/6] I . 
. f.:: f'~ . 

The second .term in the denominator is small compared to the 

first and may be· neglected. Substituting this result into 

• equation:.·( q) gives· 

(lOa) Cel : rr 2k 2Tg( EF)/3 +-rf~c T.g'(f)/3{ -
: . . ·. . (- e~= .. 

. rfk2(Tg 1 ( f)/3/ + higher order terms 
: [::.fF 

( 1 Ob ) C e 1 = li2k2T g ( EF) /3 
.. 

per unit volume, after neglecting the· higher· order .terms. 

Multiplying equation (lOb) by __ the molar volume will yield the 

electronic heat capacity per mole, 

(11) • 

In this equation z is the number of conduction electrons per 

formula weight. This theoretical prediction of a linear de-

pendence of electronic specific heat on temperature is con-
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rirmed by experiment. 

By further assuming that the potential field ·acting on 

an electron in motion inside of a metal is a constant (simple 

free elec~ron theory), the density or states. is found to be 
1 

(31) g(f) = C£2 per unit volume, where 

S'h 
c = 4 TT (2m) /h3 • ( 1/ c; > 3n/2 • 

I o 
~ere EF ·is the Fermi e:rnergy at absolute zero. Equation '(lOb) 

then reduces to 

(1·2) . 

(13) • 
. .0 

It is assumed. that tp = tr• Equation (12') is often rererred· 
. ' ' 

to as the Sommerfeld equation. 

From a quantum mechanical viewpoint; the use. of the 

densitY or one-electron states' demands that the ·total alec-

tronic wave function be composed of one-electron wave func

' tiona.· The usua.l me.thod .of obtaining the total wave function 

is to use the Hartree approximation (32), which neglects all 

inte~r..actiona ·between. ele·ctrons. 
. ' 

·This is equivalent. to the 

tree elect..l"nn gas approximation of Sommerfeld ( 29) in pre

dicting electronic behavior. 

It is known that electrons interact, but the'extent to 

wh:i.ch this interaction controls their motion is not known. 

Exchange interactions can be taken into account by.use or the 

Hartree-Fock approximation ('33). However, this lead-s to a 
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temperature dependence in the specific heat not iri accord 

with expe_riment (3L~, 35). Wigner (36) has suggeste,d that 

,coulomb correlations will counteract the exchange correction, 

and so the qualitative ,agreement with experiment obtained 

with the simple Hartree expression is r_estored. Att~mpts to 

graft·elect~on-phonon interactions· (37) onto the independent 

electron model have proven uns'l.lccessful in predicting· the 

correct temperature dependence of the specific heat. 

A quite different approach (38, 39, 40, ·4J.) wllioh 

emphasizes -the .collective correlated cha~a.'cter ·of the alec'~ 

tro:h motion, yields :more consistant results. 
\ 

The. corr.ela ted 

electron motion~ corresponding t~ collective oscillations of 

the system as a whole, is considered at the~ ·outset of the· 

theory. This model lead~ to the conclusion· that the de.scr.ip~ 

tion of the electrons as a system of independent particles 
\ 

is often quite appropriate. This conclu~iori resuits because 

the effective interaction between electrons turns. oiit to be 

a screened. Coulomb· law of force with a range approximately 

equal to the inter-electronic spacings. Thus, it is physical

ty plausable to treat·the electron system as a group of 

almost independent particles once the long range correlationa 

which lead to this screening have been taken into account. 

A linear temperature dependence of the electronic specific 

heat is predicted in agreement with experiment. 
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III. MATERIALS AND APPARATUS 

J\. rtra ter:i.als 

1. Preparation of samples 

There is no phas~ diagram available for the sodi~1 · 

\ .. tungsten bronzes. Consequently, most of the information 

concerning ·their r:repara tion is qualitative in nat~;rl>e. The 
I 

methods which hRve. bl9f9n a~coooofully e1npl:oy'ed involve r~ .. 

duction of a s6dium iungstate or so6ium·tungsta~e~tungsten 

(VI) oxid; melt. R~ducin6 agents which have been su6ceas-

fully used ( 3) include hydrogen, tin,' zinc,' ir:on, pho%1phor'ous·, 
: ' ' 

and tungst~n meial·. Electrolytic reduction· has also b~an 

employed (3)~ Sol'id' phase reduction with tungsten.i:netal 
I ' ' • ' 

appears to give ti-16 lnOSt .neBrly. stoichiometric reaction, 

.and hence themost predictable composition of bron2;_e. How

ever, this method was not used in this inves tigat.ion beca~se 

of the pos~ibl~ introduction of· free tun8sten which h~s a 

very large electronic specific· heat• 
r . . . . 

·The samples for this study were prepared by cathodic 

reduction. A mixture of sodium tungstate and tungsten (VI) 

oxide .in a porcelain crucible was fused, and electrolyzed 

at an e.rn.f. 6f less thRn. 1 volt. '11hn electl•utlt:H:l wc:re 

graphite (anode) and nichrome (cathode). It was found that 

bronzes having sodium concentrations between 0.56 and 0.92 

.;,., could be grown by decreasing the wo3 'from· 50 to 20 mole pel:' 
.·· 

cent. Attempts to grow bronzes having x less than· 0.56 ·by 

'' -

.. 
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increasing the wo3 to more. than 50 mole per cent always re

sulted in blue needles which had tetragonal symmetry and x 
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l~;;s than 0.3. The reason f'or this inability to obtain cubic 
r 

bronzes below x = 0.56 is not understood. Attempts to in

crease x above 0.92 by using more than 80 mole per cent Na~wo4 

always resulted in no crystal !'ormation •. This observation 

is also not understood. Cubic crystals measuring one cehti-· 
:. "t 

meter or more on an edge were grown. The perfect~on·obtained 
' . . ' . 

increased with decreasing current density. 

After growth ~.he bronze~ were broken up i~to::·~:~all 
,, 

pieces (l0.;;6o inesh). a:hd cleaned by successive ·tre·~bt;~nt wit~ 
. . . . . . 

boiling water, . aqueous . ammonia, concentrated HCl, 1 ~nd aqueous 
;_ ' . 

HF. 

2. Analyses of' samples .. 
. . 

The mole fraction 'of' sodium in the bronzes wa.s obtained 
' . 

by an x-ray determination of' the precision lattice parameter. 

I.t has been f'ound by several investigators (3, 5,· 4,2) that 

Vegard's law holds throughout tqe cubic range of' the·bronzes. 
. . 

The following linear relationship between lattice parameter . 

and sodiumconcentration was used in this study. 

a0 = 0.0820x + 3. 7BL~5 
In this. equation a 0 is the. precision lattice parameter in 

Angstroms and X is the mole fraction of' ,sddiUm in the formula 

Naxwo3• Comparisonsof this equation with chemical analysis 

in this laboratory have indicated an accura-cy of 0.0·2 in the 
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value of' x. 

A back refle . .ction·· powder camera and nickel filtered cop

per radiation were used. Five Ko<.1 and five KCX2 reflect.lons 

were obtained. The lattic<? parameters calculated-from these 

ten reflections ;were· plotted against the function i( cos2ej 

sin Q + cos 29;9) suggested by Nelson and Riley .(43). Geo

metrical and absorption ·errors are minimized by e~trapola.ting 
' ! i 

tt.e lattice parameters obtained from several. re.fi.e·c~ioris · to· 
. .. 

a Bragg angle ~f!90°. For the bronzes· (12) i~ h~s b~en found 
. ' . 
I ~ ':,· '' , ' '{ 

that plotting tJ:e· ).atti~e ·parameter agairist 1the ·N.~~son.,-Riley 
I . . 

function yields a more nearly line.ar extrapolation than 

plotting agai~st cos2Q. ·_ 

·B •. Apparatus 

1. Mechani.cal features 

a. Calorimeter~ The general design is indic,ated in 

Figure 1. The:cryostat was suspended from~ rectangular brass 

plate p ( 26"x8"xq../4") which in turn was firmly supported by. 
i 

wall brackets. 'T.he liqu~d helium was contained in. the inner 

Pyrex dewar vessel ( 34"' long and 4" I.D.) which had a ring. 

seal 4 inches from the top. A vacuum tight seal was made 

between the inn,er. dewa!' and cap C by means of a rubber gasket. 

The inner dewar rested in .a spherically hollowed out balsa 

wood ring which was supported from plate P by three thin steel 

cables and s9rings attached to evenly spaced turnbuckles TB.· 

The outer Pyrex dewar vess~l (40" long and 7" I.D.) contained 

r 

f_ 

,. 
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liquid ni_~rogen and rested on a table which could be elevated 

. , ... , and locked into position. Each dewar was strip-silvered so 

that the height of the liquid helium could be seen.; 

Two pumping systems designated as PS-1 and PS~2 ·are 

shown in Figure 1. The first was used to evacuate chamber· 

CH. It was an all metal system and among its components were 

a \il/elch No. 140.5 fore-pump, an H-2-P purifying diffusion pump 

(50liters/sec at 1 micron), a cold cat-hode gage tube, ~nd 

a connection to· s·topco·ck 2 of the glass manome~ric system. A 

side. ·tube ·between the fo:re-pump .and diffusion· purilp pe,rmi tted 

conne6tion to an e~te~nal system such as a leak detecto~. 

The second :puf!1ping system served to reduce the.pressure o.Ver· 

the he.lium bath. This second pumping system was provided 

with a Fulton sylphon valve in the main lirie plus a needle 

• ·valve ~nd a· Qartes.ian diver manostat .MS in t:Pe by.:..pass line. 

Als·o provided ;was an atmospheric outlet, a mechan1cal pres.:. 

sure vacuum gage, and ·an 'inlet from the helium line. The pump 

was a Kinney Model DVD 8810 (110 cubic feet per minute at 1 

·atmosphere). 

The· cap .assembly was comprised of' a brass cap into which 

the inner dewar fitted, a monel tube which was anchored to 

the plate P, and a bronze T-f'itting. The T-fitting was pene

trated at the top by.a one~half' inch stainless steel tube 

which served both as an evacuation tube and suspension for 

'the ch,amber CH. Extending upward from the r.ap was a brass 

tube which served as·a guide for the refr:i.gerant transfer 
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tube. This tube could be capped for.operation under vacuum. 

Also penetrating the brass cap was a one-fourth inch copper 

\ tube extending upward to stopcock 3 of the glass manometric 
i 

system, and a vacuum j~cketed stainless steel vapor pressure 
., 

thermometer which extended downward to the calorimeter chamber 
\ 

and upward to stopcock.l of the glass manometric system. The 

off-center arrangement of tubes in tbe.cap assembly permitted 

maximum use of the .cap area. Below the cap, the stainless 

steel tube was brought back to center. The double elbow 

served as a radiation trap. 

The. calorimeter chamber· ( F'igure 2) cons is ted• of ·two 

parts: an upper cover which was" permanently soldered. to the . 

stainless steel tube,· and an outer can. The cover fi t'ted 

into a conc~ntric well at the top of,the outer can and a 

vacuum tight seal was· made with low melting· indium solder. 

The bulb B of tbe vapor pressure thermometer was permanently. 

soldered to the cover. A ring R around which electric.al lead 

wires were wound was fastened by three 2-56 screws to tabs 

milled on the inside of the cover,lind the gold plated sample 

can SC was· suspended by fish line ~rom three eyelets E on . v 
the bottom of this ring. A gold plated copper disc D was 

suspended between the eyelets and served as a radiation baf-

fle·. ·The sample can had a threaded well in the top for in-

sertion of the resistance thermometer, and a heater wound 

on a thin copper ring :H.[l connected to the well by ra.nlal fins 

F. The heater leads were brought out of the can through a 
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Stupal{off seal, and a spring loaded cap C was fastened to the 

·bottom of the can by 2-56 brass scr~ws • 

b. Manometric system. The manometric system is shown 

in Figure 3. All of the glassware was mounted on a plywood 

panel (4 1 x5'x3/4"). The pressure of interest was introduced 

through SC-1 or SC-3 and measured with the mercury manometer 

MM, the oil manometer OM, or the McLeod gage MG~ ~The mercury 
. ' . 

. . . . . .. : \:' .. 

manometer was made of 14 rrun precision bore tublng·; ... B:n~ wa~ 

illuminated. by a· fluorE!~dent light behind the pa~e:I.~ .... ~~he . 
·' ' i .. ::·:.:\ 

oil (Narc oil·. 20) manometer was ·made of 8 mm precls.~on bore . ' . . . 

tubing. . ~. · .. 
' .. ~. 

The metering ·burette MB. was used to introduce' a known . 
I . , ' 

volume of gas to .the vapor pressure thermometer under anY' 

desired pressure. ·It .·was provided with a mechanical pres s~e

vacuum gage and conne·ct~cms to the vapor pressure thermometer, 

the high pressure. he.lium :line, the manometric system proper, 

and fore-puinp 2. 

Helium ~xchange gas qould be admitted.to the calorimeter 

cham_ber through S'C-2. The four-foot le.ngth of one-quarter 

inch copper tubing between SC-2 and the valve on the ~hamber 

pumping tube served as a metering volume for exchange gas. 

Kovar seals were used for all metal.to glass connections. 

2. Electrical features 

The electrical leads were #40 double silk cove~ed copper 

wire. The leads entered the cryostat through a vacuum seal 
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made by.cementing them between a brass ring and a glass plate 

with Apiezon w. This vacuum seal VS (Figure 1) was in the 

room temperature part of t:he system, and was protected fr.om· 

mechanical damage by a cover. The lead wires were brought 

down the center of the stainless steel pumping tube .and wound 

twice ar.otJnd the ring R (:F'igure 2), which had been covered 

with a layer of cigarette pap~r. The copper wires were then 

soldered .to #40 manganin wires. and the junctions ·bro~ght in 

thermal contact· with the ring by using G. E. adhesive. The 

manganin wi~es were wound twice around the ring before. going 

to the sample can • 

. Two· current and two potential leads went directl,'y t·o .. -- · 
. i .. 

the thermometer terminals.. Two current leads and one po~ 

tential lead· we·nt directly to the heater term.in.als o:Q .the 

· . top or' the .can. The other heater· pot;e'ntial lead wa~ joined 

to the c'urrent .... l~ad just as the. ~urrent le.ad left' the ring~ 

This arrangement· adds· ·:half of the power dissipated in the 
. . . 

leads. to the me.asured power diss:Lpation in the heater. 

The· sample heater was #40 manganin wire wound non

induct! vely on. the thin copper ring HR (Figure 2). The 

heater had a nominal resistance of approximately 200Q ohms. 

The thermometer was a i watt, 10 ohm, carbon composition 

resistor obtained from Allen-Bradley Company without the 

insulating case. This resistor was cemented inside of a 

threaded copper plug with G. E. adhesive. The lower lead 

wire was grounded to the bottom of the plug. This plug was 
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then screwed tightly into the well in the top of the can. 

The heater circuit is shown in Figure 4. With the main 

heater ~witch closed, current from a 4.2 volt Willard low

discharge battery was-passed through an attenuator ci:rcuit, 
I . . 

\then through either the calorimeter heater or the exercise 
\ . . 
\ . 
iresistor, and finally through the 100 ohm standard resistor 
\ 
and a milliammeter. T4e.heater-exercise switch is a SPDT 
I 

I 

Millisec relay (Stevens-Arnold) which was energized by tiining 
: . . . . . 

signals f~o~. the b~nch control unit· of. a Sta~dat~. E1e~tr~c 
Company. pendulum· clock. The bench control unit co1uld be set 

I . . 

for· any number of. integral secC:,nds ·up to 2500 se:corids with 
~ . . . 

an· accuracy of ± o.oo4 seconds. V'fuen the relay. was not 

energized the current was routed through the exercise circuit 
. I 

which was ad.ju.sted to have· the same .resistance as the p~allel 
.. 

combination of the heater and its shunt •. The tot~l·current 

in the circuit was obtained by measuring the emf across the 

100 ohm standard resistor. The voltage across the .heater 

was obtained from a measurement of the emf across either· 
. . ' 

the 100 ohm or 100+1000 ohm standard in the heater shunt. 

The attenuator was a symmetric T; i.ts application to . . ' . . . . 

calorimetry was. first proposed by Hoge (44)~ ~he properties 

of this circuit ~hown in the simplified schematic (Figure 5). 

are such that X and Y may be so adjusted that the power fed 

into the load resistance RL may be varied while the resistance , 

. seen by the battery remains constant. Under these conditions 

a slight change in RL, such as might occur by virtue of the 

.. 
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temperature coefficient of the heater resistance, does not 

affect the power dissipation. Under the conditions that the 

generator and load impedances are :t:nade equal to each other 

and to the image impedance R1 , the values of X andY may be 

calculated (45) from the equations 

X • 

y = 
Rl(0(-.1)/(o(+l) 

Rl(~o< )/( 0(2-1·) 
.. ··.·. :. L 

... · .. 

where~·=· heater current without attenuator 
heater current with attenuator 

. . ·.:t '· ·· .... 
• I .. ·;..,-/::: ... 

' • •. I ' • ' ~ ' ; I ':~·:~ ·~· ;\. ,• ' 

·The thermometer circ~it .is 'shown in Fi'gure .:6>·.i.\Vith 
. : . . . : . . . . .. ' . -: ..... ::~··::. .. : . . ~ 

thermometer switch closed current from the 2.1·. v.olt 
' . . . ' . . . . .. ' 

' main 

Willard ·lc;>w'-.dis.charge. battery. was .passed. through:~·: ~i.il:l-
.. , 

.th~ 

ammet·er and then through the combination o:f· parallel' resistor 
' ' 

. and thermometer plus. standard resistor. The value of. the ·. 

parallel :resistance· .w~s;: ~hosen so that the· power dissipated· 
. ' . . . 

in the thermometer remained constant at 10~8 watts. ~hert the 

thermometer res i stance3 changed f'rom 100 to 3000 ohlns·~· · 

All emf'swere measured Ol} a White double potentiometer. 

It bad a r·ange· of 0-99990 microvolts, with one unit on· the 

last dial corresponding to 10 microvolts. A selector .. switch 

with silver contacts routed the various emf9s to the White 

·from the heater and thermometer circuits. The galvanometer 

used was a Leeds and Northrup Type 2285, having a sensi~ivity 
'· of approximately 0.0032~a/mm at one metere The galvanometer 

deflection was viewed throup~ a 16 power telescopey The 

galvanometer mirror reflected a 0-500 mm ground glass scale, 
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which was illuminated from behind by a fluorescent light • 

. . tJ The scale was approximately 6.5 meters from the galvanometer. 

·~· 

' ' 

, . 

... 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. 
/ 

A. General. 

The liquid helium for use as a refrigerant was prepared 

~in a Collins Helium Cryostat·. The liquid was transferred 

\lnto a ·50 liter superi~-:r dewar !'or storage until needed. 

Transfer f!'om the storage dewar to the experimental cryostat I . . . .· 
"::as accomplished with a yacu.UJ!l jacketed stai.nlA~R. l:!tt:~t:'l·. · 

\ 

transfer tube •.. 'l'r~nsfer efficiency w~s. approxll,h~.tel,y 96. per. 

ce.nt ·.after ·the "init:t:al· co·olirig. 
. I 

.· .Hell uin excpange gas. was . used to. cool. ·the sa:inple·. to the 

des ired .temper·ature· ~. Howev.er, problems arose in removing the 

exchange gas. when i.t was desired to•thermally ·isolate the . . ~ 

. . 

sample from its surroundings .. The.degree.of.adsorption_of 

helium on metal surfaces increases sharply when t~e\· temper

ature is decreased below 4. 2°K~.. Because· of this property, 
. ·. ' ~ . 

some of the helium adsorbed on the sample will ~esorb during 

a· heating period and ten~ to re-establish ther~al contact. 

with the s~rroundings. To circumvent·th.l.s di£ficul~y a 

technique was de.veloped to cool the sample using the minimum· 

amount of exchange. gas .. 

Aft·er the inner dewar had beeri filled with liquid· helium, 

1.5xlo_:4 moles of helium gas were admitted to the experimental 

chamber through the metering volume. Th~s quantity of ex

change gas would cool the sample can,to 4.2°K. in approxi

mately two hours. The chamber was then opened to its vacuum 



system. After approximately five minutes of pumping.the 

. fore-pump was isolated from the .system and a commercial 
\ 
\ helium mass spectrometer leak detector used as the backing . . . 
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pump for the system's diffusion pump. Pumping was continued 

until the leak detector indicated no further helium.~eing 

removed~ The use of a leak detector in such an application 

was first suggested by Garfunkel and Wexle.r (46): 

The bath temperature was then lowered· to approximately 

2.6°K. and held constant with the manostat~ The calorime.ter 
' I 

chamber was next isolated from the pumpi~ system and 7xlo-5 
. ' . \ 

moles of helium excl;lange gas admitted. After the\sample had 

reached bath temperature· the chamber was again op~ned to .its 

vacuum system, and pumping continued ·until ·the leak deteCtor 

indic13.ted no further helium being removed •. ··The ba.th was then 

pumped to its lowest temperature (1.1°K.)~ and alternate. 

temperature and power measurements taken trom2.6° to 4.2°K. 
·' 

The bath temperature was. then ·raised to 4. 2°K. and the. above 

procedUre repeated with 1.6°K. the ··lowest. sample temperature. 

The quantities of exchange gas used in the various steps were 

found e~perimentally to be the minimum quantities consistent 

with reas~nable cooling times. 
. '·1 

After all des,ire·d heat capacity data had been. taken the 

bath temperature was raised to 4.2°K., lo-2 moles of exchange 

gas added, and the thermometer calibration made. A five watt 

heater· was us.ed. to raise the bath temperature .. 
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B. Thel'morne try 

The resistance of the carbon thermometer was calibrated 

against the vapor pressure of liquid helium in the bulb B 

(Figure 2). The "agreed" experimental temperature _scale ( 26) 

o.f 1955 was used to convert helium vapor pressure to temper.a-

ture.· Temperatures deduced .from this scale were denoted by 

-
Thermometer calibration points.were taken at intervals 

of 0.2°K. over the temperature region of inter~st after the 

heat capa.ci ty data had been taken. The resistance thermometer 

and ·vapor .,pressure hulb ~ere thermally coupled.' ?Y' ·ad~itting 

lo-2 moles· of helium tci the calorimeter. . An exper.iment 

showed this_ to be adequate coupling:. with the ba'th at its 

lowest teniperature' introduction of an equivalent .-amount o.f 

helium le.ft ·the thermometer resistance unchanged . .-

The temperature of the bath was maintained constant 'to 

±0.0005°IC. for each calibrati()n point. Temperatur.e control 

above 2.6°K was a'ttained by regulation of the pressure of 

helium above the bath with a manostat in the pumping lines. 

At temperatures belo~ 2.6°K. regulation.was attained through. 

use of a Sommers type electronic regulator (47). This 

regulator used a resistance thermometer in the bath as one 

arm of a bridge circuit, and a variable resistance as another. 

The pumping rate was adjusted sq-that the bath was cooling 

slowly, and then the variable resistance was set to corre-

-.. 

--
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.. 

spond to the desired bath temperature. The off-balance of 

the bridge circuit was fed through an amplifier to a heater 

in ·the bath. For temperatures above the lambda point of 

.. liquid helium, ·tempera~ures were always approached from 

abo.ve to avoid the possibility of. supercooling the. liquid. 

below the surface. 

' Vapor pressures above 40 nun of mercury were rrieEt'sured 
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with the' mercury manometer. Below 40 mm of niercury·_.press.ures 
• •' • o .• ,' I 

were measured with the oil manometer. A Wild. Gath~;torrteter·. 
• • •' . :· I • :·~ <: ":\: ~· :. • , ' 

was used to measur~. the lfquiO. height~ in .both ·manbmete'rs. 
·!, ••• :· • ';-.{.·,:·.'·· 

The results from 'the· .oil manomet~r were c.onverted·'to'riun ·of 
·, I 

mercury at the same temperattire •. To accomplish this· cori-
i .. 

version, the density .of the o.ll was measure·d as a ffunction 

of temperature bef~re ·introduction into the manometer. · This 

density. ~alibr~tion w~~~~hecked perio~ically by comparison . ' 

with the mercury mano~ete.r. The ·re·adings on the mercur;r. 
. . . 

manometer were corrected for capillary depres.sion. using the 
·, 

data oi' Cawood and Patterson (48). This particular set of 

9,ata was chosen because the experimental conditions under 
' 

which it was obtained more closely approximated those .. of 

this study. Corrections. to standard tempera tur.e and gravity 

.were also made. 

In order to calibrate the thermom~ter, an emperical 

equation was used which defiries a resistance temperature Tr.· 

This equation was 
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Two experimen_tal points were used to evaluate the constants 

a and b. '.{lhe calibration thenconsisted of obtaining T55E-Tr 

as a function of Tr• The constants a and b were found'to 
' 

change considerably after cycling the thermometer between 

room temperature,. and 4.2°K. However, if the matching points 
. ' . 

Were chosen. at· the same tempe'rature, the. general shape of 
,• •. • -1 

the calibration .'curve remained unchanged' •. 
: i 

Thermornol'ecular pressure drops tn .the ttibe·corinecting 
' . . ' ' ". .. . . 

the vapor 
• : • I i 

pressure bulb and the manometer . . . . ' . i 
system. w,er~ ··cal~ 

. At 1.6bK. a O:.o3 .. per cent erro~ 
.. . . . . . . . I 

culated. 
I 

intemperattire was 
' .. · . . . 

introduced due. to ~herniomolecular· pressure· di.ffe~·ences. At 

higher temp~r..a ture.s this error became vanishingly. small. In 

view of· this resul·t, th.e vapor pressure of heliUm. in the bulb 
I 

was used as the .temp.erature ··standard at· all temperatures·~ 

The correction. of the. tempera.ture of the thermometer due to 

the hydrostatic head difference between the vapor•pressure 
• I ' ' 

bulb and the carbon.~esistance thermometer was no~ made. This 

correction was qalculated to be negligible at all temperatures 

with the possibie e·xcepti-on of those just above the lambda 
' 

point. However, there was· no evidence for this correction 

from a discontinuity of the calibration curve at· the lambda 

point. 

As previously mentioned, the temperature and power 

measurement~ were taken alternately during a run •. The ·quan

tities necessary· for tempera~ure were Er, the voltage drop 

across the thermometer, and Ir, the voltage drop across the 

.. 
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standard resistor in series with the thermometer. The quan

tities Er and Ir were measured alternately before and after 

a heating period at time intervals of 30 seconds •. ·Since Er 

and -Ir. V'iere not c'onstant, it was necessary to interpolate 

each to the time when the other was taken. The resistance 

. R of the. thermometer was calculat·ed from the relation 

( 15) R :: (Er/Ir >494.80 ohms· 

since the resistance of the standardwas'494.80.ohms .. 

Calculation·of the initial and ~inal thermometer resist

anc.es for· a ·heat~ng period were made by plotting :th~r·m.ometer 
. . ; . . . . ' ' 

resistance·as a function of time both·before and after a 

heating· p·erio~ •. In general,· linear drifts wer·e ·observea:;:- ·-· · 
. ~ 

Both plo~s ~ere extrapolated linearl~ to ·the time corre~ 

spending to the .middle of the beating period. ·The resulting 
. . . 

'.values cif. ~e.s;istance were takep to be, ·Ri ·and Rf, and .. cqn-· 
.. 

verted to resi.stance temp.eratures Ti. and Trf • Finally the· 
. r 

resistance terriperatures.wer.e converted to temperatures T~5E 

and T~5E on the. "agre~d 11 scale. 

·c. Heat Input 

The proper combination· of attenuator setting and time 
J. 

of heating were chosen to give a sample temperature rise of 

O.l-0.2°-K. during each heating period.. Tne time of the 

heating period was. usually chosen to be 3, 4, or 5 minutes. 

~?e energy in joules added to the sample during a heating 

period was giv~n.by 
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(16} , 
where, I = the emr in volts across R1 

E : the emr in volts across a rraction or the 

; \ ... 
leads} in ~arallel ~ith the heate~ ·:·. · 

.. ::: . -: :~.··. ~·:.·. . . . . . ; . 

R2 - the resistance or that part or t.he sh.~,nti ~cross 

'': 

. •' 
·which.E exists ... ' ~ ~ : 

'• ... 

t 

, through the heater. , .. 
. i· ·,· 

. Both E' and I were· observe¢!. to rem~ in cons tan~ ·t·b ± 0•2. · 

microvolt during a ,hea,ting.: period~ 'This was due p~rt~y. to 

the circuit design,.· B.nd partly to the srnR.ll .·,...AR l~ tance ·change 
' .. 

or the manganin heater over the temperature interval or a 

heating period.-.• . i . 

D. · Treatment o!' Data 

The mean gross heat capB,city, cg~ waa evaJ.uR.ted' by the 

relationship 

(17) c = g • 

This was taken to be the heat capacity. or the sample plus 
. . i f 

addenda at the average temperature (T55E+ T5SE}/2 •. The heat 

capacity or the addenda, Ca' was measured independently and a 

smooth curve plotted as a runction of temperatureo The heat 

• 
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capacity of the sample was then calculated from the relation: 

(18) C : (Cg 

where C = the mean heat capacity of the sample over the•ternper-

atureirange .of cg 

Ca. - the- hea.t capacity of the addenda at the mean temper

. ature of c g 

n = numb.er: -of: nioles of sample 
.· : .L' j .. . , .. 

The. use of ~th~_··~· ~pc:>ve relat~on:_ assumes that c va~.i .. ~s.· linearly 
.· ·, .. 

with· te~per•atur_e/ over. the range or' the h~at:lng. P.~ri6ci ~ 'rbe 
. ·; ' ' . . . . . . . .. . . ·. . ' .. : ~ ... :. .. . ' .· ' . . : : . .\ . ; ' . ' .. ' :. . . ;: ·.. . ·, : . ; . 

corre~t~ons f.?,r: ~he act·luil c~vature war~· 9_al~.ul;a~~~d to b_e · 

less than··_lo~J_.p~r; cent,. and were' neglect~4:'• .. ','' 
. . ·. '· ... · ... 

At· te.mp.epatvr.e~ belbw 4°K. the heat: :capaclty. of simple 

As previousl{ 'dis.ctissed·, the coefficients Y .~nd -~ are ·related. 

to. the .electronic and ·lattice contributions r·aspectively. For 

the purpose of. evaluatin~ the two constants, the heat capacity 
, I . 

equation was .. reWI'itten as 

.C/T _ =·: y··.:--~ {1 T2 · , 

and the data tabulated for C/T as a function of T2
Q This then 

reduced the _·equation to a linear one o£ the form y = Y +- fJ x. 

The best values of the two constants.were found-by the method 

of least squares. This required solution of the determinant 



I 

. i 

4.0 

X y 1 

txi 
.n 

tl LY· 1 
i = 1 i = .1. i = 1 

~ 

0 = t 
n n .. n 

Lx~ 
1, 2 Xi1i ?xi 

i 1 i = 1 i = 1 

.. 
where n was the nilmber of x-y pairs. 

The probable errors, Py and Pg , . in the values of Y ·an~ ~ 

obtained ·rrom the above determinant were calculat:ed ~rom th'e 

relationships 

Py. '. =. re · J Lxi /D '·. • ,. 

where re ·: '0.6745. J tdj_ /(n-2) 
·. 2 

.n.::.· .n·.L"xf:·- C~xi) · 

di = . Yi. ~ ::y t · ( c aic ) ,, .... .\ 

Py was tpe. prob~ble. error· in the electronic ·heat capa.c-
; . . . 

ity. ~ .The Deby~ characteristic temperature was derived. from. 
. . 

the coefficient·· {:! ·by use of the following relation 

. . . . . 1/3 
gD. ~ (12 J- Bn/5f3 ) • 

In this· equation n was the number of a toms per formula weight, ·-

and the·other-sYir).bols had their usual meanlngs. The·relative 

. ~rror, d.QDr in the Debye temperature was calculated from the 

relation 

·where ~ n was the relat~ve error in n. 
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V. RESULTS 

Calibration data for the resistance thermometer with the 

·addenda and with the addenda plus bronzes. having x equal to 

0.56, Oe65. 0~73, 0.81. and·0.89 are given in Table ·1 - 6 
' . 

res-pectively. A typical calibration curve is shown :Ln Fi~u;re 
.. 

7. Uncertainties in t~mperatures due to uncertainties· in 

1 the various n1easurements 2omprising a temperature determina-· 

tion are shown· as. vertical lines in ·Figure 7 •. · Th~ values of' 

the parameters ·a and· b. in: equation (14) f'or the various runs 
.. 

are listed in Tabi~ 7 in the order in which the runs ;were 
.'• ., 

made. 

Data obtai:ned ·f~oin the heat capac;i ty. measurements on the 

addenda are ·tabula ted in·. Table 8. since the measurements on 
. . . 

the· addenda and· the samples .we.re not made at the. s~111e temper-

atures, it was necessary to smooth the add.enda.data to combine 

with the <;lata on the samples •. The heat capacity of the. 

addenda has bee~.plotted in Figure $. The values of Ca takeri 

f!'om'this curve were.used in equation (l8) to calculate·the 

heat capacities of the samples. 

Data obtained from the heat capacity measurements.on 

the addenda plus bronzes having x equal to 0.56, 0.65, 0.73, 

0.81 and 0.89 are. given in Tables 9 - 13 ~espectivelyG 

The columns are average temperature, T55E; change in temper-

ature due f to heating, T55:g: 
i 

~ T55E - 6 T; the gross heat -
capacity, G) D. 'I' -· Ug; and the heat capacity of' the sample, 
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Table 1. Calibration of thermometer with addenda·. 

R TR p T.5.5E T_5_5E-TR 
( oh.ins )·. ( oK.) (mm. of Hg) (OK.) ( 01{. ) 

\ 
I 

···----~-·---···· -- ... ·~·- ______ .... ______ 
113.0.5 4.187 l~-3 .89 4.188 " .OQl. 
120.82 ~-· 029 G.6.)1 !,_. 028 -.001 
129.62 3.873 .5J3.19 3.873 .• 000· 

J ~r;. 07 . 3. ()Jill JJ?l .A2 · l.AI1.? -.002 
1' 4 .• 12 . 3.421 :322.92 3 .lj.l7 . -. 004 
191.02 J.l78 . 23q .• 80 J.174 -~004 

226.66 2. 9)+2. 167 .1.~~ 2 .91+1 ·, .-.001 
,?.63. 01 2. 71.5. 11~ • .5 ·2.71~·. .-.001 
3 7.69 2.1.,_15 6 ~· 6.5 .2 .J~o . I . -. 007 

t32~00 2.277 L,_6 .Bo I 2.261· -.019 
22.14 2.013 22.52 1.681 ~.0~2 

1118 .o 1.692 . 6 ·997 l. 50 . ·-•O.J.-.2 

Table 2. ·Calibration of ·thermometer :with Nao~,S6W03 sample.: ' . . 

R 'I' . p ·1'55E .T55E!:-:TR (OR ) (ohms) .. K. . (mm. of Hg) (oK.) ... (OK.)· 

' 
112.36 4.200 650.06 4'.19l . -.·003 
121.82 4.006 22.81 . 4.00 .ooo 
134:._58 . 3. 788 496~10 3. 788 . .000 

158. 2~ 3 .1.~ 75 ·347. 27 3.1~77 .• 002 
18.3·(' ' 3. ?.28 253.?.2 ~:~~~ .001 
222 •. +9 2.9.51' 169.24 .. - .003 

275.02 2.693 111.32 2.69~ .ooo 
~20.12 2.5~2 01. 61_L 2.52 -.008 
. ,.90. 27 2.1. 3 35.o$ 2 .1).j..l -.022 
909.12 1.7'79 10.34 1. 7L~9 ' _.. 030 
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1Table 3. Calibration of thermometer with Nao.65wo3 sample. 

R 
(ohms) 

112.17 
126.10 
137.54. 

161.05 
189.20 
223.11 ' 

267.39 
317.12 
379~93 .·.' 

928.64' 
1159~61 

R 
(ohms) 

1·12 ~<3· 
120.}+'{ 
134-96 

150.33 
175 .• 10 
199·92 

2)8.63 
274.22 
329 .. 20 

416.78' 
538~25 
705 .. 73 
938.22 

T 
(O~.) 

~~.194 
3·9~0 3. 7 '6 

3-!~~6' 3.1 ' 
2.953 

2. 7e1 .· 
. 2.5 8 
2.376 

'• ' ,1. ~ bb4' 
. 1 ... 7 

. , 

p 
(mm. of Hg) 

74l·~2 
[7 • 8 

74.09 

'336.66' 
' 23.8.54 

. 170~69 

'. ·:;118.95 
' . : 8~.52 ' 
' '·' 5 62 • I· • 

"' 

6·981· 
-~~26 

,. ., ' 

(~~~~ T55E-TR 
(OK.) 

4·193 ' ~· 001' 
3·9~0 .ooo 
3·7 6 .ooo 

·.. ,, . 
': .. , . 

' l : 
.. .;· ., 
.: .. .'. :'.: 

,u : • 

' ' 

Ca1ibrat~on 'of thermometer with Nao. 73W03 sample·. 
' ' ; ;' ' ' · .. ( ' ' ' ' 

I 
I '• \ 

TR.. p 
( oK. ): . . . (IIJ111. of Hg) · 

'4.202 
4.029 
3·777 

3.563 
3-295 
36091 

2.856' 
2.686 
2 .. 494 

2.280 
2 .. 08U. 
141908 
1.751 

·, '746~55 
'' 634-04 
' 490.29 

·. 385.94 
'277 .57 
' 211.25 

148.02 
111.35 
' '77 -35 

48.62 
29.20 ' 
16.954 
9.6q2 

4.19'2 
4-024 ' 
3-777 

J.565 
' 3· 299 
3·098 ' ' 

2 .. 863 
2 .. 693 
2.497 

2."278 
2.072 
1.890 
1.731 

-. 01.'0 
-.005 

.ooo 

' -.002 
... oo4 

.OU7 

.. 007 

.007 
.• 003 

-.002 
-.012 
-.018 
-.020 
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Table 5. Calibration of thermometer with Nao.81W03 sample. 

R TR p T55E T55~-'l'R 
(ohms) (De g. K.) (mm. of Hg) (Deg. K.) (Deg;, K.) 

' 

113.62 ·. 4.206 655.08 . . !~. 20~ -.002 
123.~1 4·007 22.88 .. 4.00 -.001 
1 3.5. 1 

' 
.. ·,·}~800. 502.55 . )..800 .ooo 

:· 

1.;;u.~~ . 3 ... 1)96 ·, . •. ' . '399.J8 ! 3-~9~ ... ' -·~ 00?' 
166.57 . 3.-409 ; 319.10 J. _u . .:...oo1 
189.08 . ' . 3.~2'03 .. 244-90 . 3.204 . ' .001 

'· ': 

176.81 ··.•.itl~L. 
' 

221.08 .. 2·.ci78 · .. · ... .. ~.001 •, 

254.54, . 2.-699 .132.86 :.> . ..;, • 003 
9'6•27 

. . 

300.J3 .. 2. 12 ::2. 12' .. .. : .ooo 
; 

. , 
.. ;•f,, .. ••. -1'' ,. 

. ·:~ ·; . . . 
64. 3; '2~4~t 65'~!+7 . i 2'.414· -.006 ~59.63 .:2.'223. 41.23 ·2. 207 -.01 

575.23 .2. 0.59 26.?5' 2 .. 0.35 -.024 

777.06 .1.872· 14.41' 1.842 ~.030 
1110.1 . ·.1.687' . . .. 7.069 . i.652 -.0~5 
1695.88 . ~ .• 508 . .3· 041 . 1.476' -.0 1 

' ' 

·' 

Table 6. Calibr.ation a·r thermometer with ·Nao.a9wo3 sample·. 
,. 

R · .TR p T55~ T,55E-TR 
(ohms) .. (,OK • ) . . ( nnn. of Hg) · . (O.K. ( oK.) 

112.15 . 4-202 75~. 76 4.203· .001. 
121.28 '4.013 62 .11· 4.013' .ooo 
136.20 3 ~76,0 480.18 3·758 -.002 

152.z3 - 3 ~565 ~l~:~~ 3.540 .oo~ 
178. 0 ).2 9 3-2~3 .oo 
202.30 . 3.080 . 207 .l.t-5 3.0 5 .005 

236.51 2.871 151.04 2.876 .005 
271'.33 2.707 114.07 2.707 .ooo 
316 .. 32 2.543 . 84.88 2.545 .002 

370.02 2.394 . 61.52 2.385 -.009 

~l~:~~ 2.181 36.84 2'.161 -.020 
2.057 26.29 . 2.034 -.023 

956.7 . 1. 752 9·33 1. 722 : --.030 
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Table 7. Calibra~ion squ~tion constants. 
I 

I Run a b: 

\ 
\ Nao.8lwo3 -0.63935 0.6511.5 

< 

Addenda· -0.62427 ''i 0.64.508 ' 

Na0 .·r,5wo~ ~0.630'81 0.64831 

Na0•56wo3 . -0.63608 : .. 0.65092 

I . Nao·.a9wo3 . -0.63.578 o.65o9i . 
I 

. ~'· •. ~5.53.5 I 

. Nao. 73wo3 .::o.6~.5o.5. 
.. 

Tabl:~ •8 8 . Exp~ri·nierrta1 values' of Ca 'for addenda, :joules- I . 

deg .1 x· 10~. . · . 

.'\ T_5,5E b.T c .. a 

4-213 • 0.186 . 1.813. 
4.021 0.207 1.6.)0 

. 3.824 0.182 . l.lj.82 

3.62.5 0.202 1.336 
3 ·~-39 o·.142 1.212 

. ).272. .0.1.54 1.1H3 

• 

3.106 0.1~3 '1.03.5. 
2.~32 0.1 7 . 0.037· 
2. 05 0.198 .. o.8b9 

2. 7li~ 0.204 o.RJ.1.5. 
2.6l 0.212 0.81~ 
2.5 0.2)1 o. 74- . 

2.41~1 0.201 o·.686 
2.3U<:J 0.1.52 0 .629' . 
2.173 0.139 0.573 

1.98~ 0.150 ·o.,lo 
1.. 79 0.164 o • .sa 
·1.59.5' I 0.19 0.39 

) r"' 
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Table 9· Experimental valu~s of c .f?r Nao.~6W03, joules-
deg-1-mole-1 X 10 , n = 0.8563 mo es. 

T55E L).T cg c 
\ 
\ .• 

I 

4.059 0.208 2.812 1.342 

3.867 0.228 2.565 1·. 236 

3.700 0 .J.L~l 2.383 1.167 

3.565 0.152 2.210 1.066 

3 -~.30 . 0.132 2.036 0~959 

0.140 
. 't! : 

3-295 1.919 . ',0.913 
.. 

}.13:7 0 .• .1.52 ·. 1.768 0.841 . l, ., 

.. 2.957 :-o.168 · 1~599 0•757 

2 .81~- • o.Hh 1.~.86 . Q. 712 
' 

2. 741 0~189 1~423 0.685: 

2•651 0.201 1•338 ;0 .• 643 

2.537 0.220 1 .. 223 0._576 

2.~_20 0.148 1.159 o·.564 · · 

·2.323 0.157 1.093 · o.5J6 

. 2.208 0.135 1.017 o.50J 

2~078 .. 0.149 0.9·21 0.446 
\. 

1.917 0~163 o.84a o.J.,l3. 
' 

• 'j 



Table lOe Experimental values of C for NaO.h5wo3, joules
deg-1-mole- x 102, n = 0.8395 moles • 

4.1L~o · 

3.952 

3.739 

3~549 

3.386 

).225 
... 

3. 067 · .. 

2.887 

2. 797 I 

2.706 

. 2.588 .· 

2.459. ' 

2.341 

2.192 

2 .• 016. 

1. 794 . 

.6T 

0.194 

0.216 

,0.23? 

0.151 

0.164 
! 

. •· · Oe141 
. . . . ' 

. ·.· .0.154 .. 
. . 

.. 6~t·~2 .. 

. 0.~179'. 

· :. o.i89 . 

.0.205 ,· , . 

. . · 0..139 . 

0.153 

. 0~ 1.40 . 

o~i5o 

. 0.176 

3.016 

2.709 

2.469 

2.228 

·. 2.051 

. 1.908 

1.747'· . 

1.56~-; 

. 1~505 

+ .~.25 
1.314 

1.236 

1.123 

le022 

0.916 

0.780 

c 

1.516 

·i.357· 

1.260 

J ~i~i .. ·,: . . . . 

.. ·.· .·. 1.·:~0?6 .· ·,. 

: .. 0·'•'949 .. 
. . . : ~ : __ --~ ~ : · ..... ' . . 

·: · .. : }·.9::·:$78 '· .. 
. <6···774·. 
'·;· '::: ~-- . . ·:. 

) ·: '·.. . 

.·!o;76o 
/' 

. ··o~.724 ·. 

0.665. 

0~647· 

0.573· . , . 

0.527 

6.473. 

0 • .392 

49 
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Table 11. Experimental· values of C for Nao •. 73W03, joules~ 
de~-1-mol~:~ x 192, n = 0·.8183 moles. 

4.090 .. · .·;. · ·o.2o8 · 

3 .. 903 .·. 
. '. · .. ' .' 

;. 

J.7,J9 

·. ;·, .. 

. . ' 
·'· . 

0.228 . 

O.l}I3 

3. 609 ·. · .... :;,.. J ... :; . 0.151 . 
.•. . !• ..• , .·t . 

;•,': ·'l'· •·. 

3'.·1.J.66·. ·· ·:·:· ··r·· · o.162 
. ' - . ; 

3. 326 ···.: :·;;<: -~ '.;'. >. 0. :1;39 

. 3-i9~' ,· ·::::.,:<:: .: __ ···: -~~i-49. ;'. 
. I, , ' :. ' ' , ~ 

:3~·642·· .<·.·r··:-'·· :·:.·. a.:t6·2· 
: •• .l •• ~ •• : 

,.2.875· .· ' i ,·. 0~176 
. . ~ • :, ·! ' 

·. :: ::::·~- .: " ....••... ··•· ~:~:: ..•. ·.· 

\ 

2.54-Q .. 

2 .• 1+37 

2.353 
2~254 

.... ·. '\ . .o:. 21)':; . 
·.' 

· · · · .. o·.142 .. · · ·.· 
, ';: I . . . 

., .. 0 .. 154' 
. i. 

i 

•. 0.130 
•'. 

'2 ... 143. ·.· 0.],.41 

1 .. 991 

1.848 

' . . •. 

. 0 .. 155 

0~167 .. 

2.801 

2.556 

. ?.3.5?. 

. 2.23J 

c ... 

1~354 

... 1. 250 

: ,_·, . ~ .. :~ 1:,5:0 . 
. ':. ~·. . ' ·. . 

.. .· 1·1·11· . 

2 ~.?76;·· ." ' . :. ::. : ·>,:·:,::~ ._025 ' 
t 1 940:' . . • . "'.· ... ::6', 945 I\· . 

• ...-\::. ';·: .. : .. ·-::.·t:o.~··. . 
. 1.808 i · .. ·;:·.· : >:' ·,J;~. ~:::a~ 891 

' ... ·.·· 

1.660 . ·_.:. · 0.811 
.. ,. 

1.529 .. ... D.759 

1.424 ·a. 733 

1~339 0.679 

i .·264· : o.65i: . .. , 

1~203 0.635 
' 

. 1.114 \ 0.571 

1.052 .. o.5J+6 

0 .. 975 0 .. 505 

0 .. 887 o .. 4.t;9 · 
.. 

0.819 0 .. 1~30 

. ' 

-· 
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Table 12. Experimental values of c for Na0 a1wo3, joules-
dei-l~mole-1 x 102, n = 1.002 mo1es. 

(~~~~ DT Cg c 

4.11+9 0.161 3.505 1~749 

.3. 9.68. . 0.175 3· 225 1.639 

3.763 0.195. . 2.894 · .. 1.462 

3.525 0 •. 212 2.662 ·1.386 

3.302 0 •13~- 2.393 i.21t9 

.. 3 .126 0.120 2.138 1. 094 

2 ·935 ·. 0.133 1.930 0.988 

2.845 0.138 1.852 0.957 .... ... 

. i 

2.763 .o.145 · 1.768 0.918 

2.666. 0.339 . 1.636 .. 0.838 
.. . . 

. 2: 6?4 . . . . . · . ._ . . ... 0.155 . 1~657 ·o.881 

2.1+67 . 
. . 

l.lt-92 0.0870 0.793 

2.1+08 0~114 1.L~23 . 0.7.50 . 

2.394 
... 

i .L~o2 0•736 0.225 

2.279: 0.124 1.}08 0.692 

2.110 . 0.0814 1.196 0.645 

.1e953 0.123 1.079 0.579 

,. 
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Table 13. 

I 

\ 

Experimental values of C for Nao Aqwo3 , jou1es
deg-1-rno1e-l X 102, 11 : 0.9135 moles. . 

c 
i----------~------~-------------

4.166' 

3 .. 0,87 

. 3. 795 

3.627 

. 3·1+94 

. J.346· 

. ·. 3.184: 

3 .009. 

2. 745 .. 

2.667 

2.590 

2.493 

2.373 

. 2 .21+0 

2.122 

1.963 

1.869 

0.178 

0.191 

0. 208. -

0.128 

0.138 

.. :, 0.11.~8 

.. o.~ ~59 

0.174 

0.197 

0~164 

. 0 ~ 174 

o:!187 

0.200 

0.138 

0.147 

0.161 

0.172 

3·279 

3?03? 

2.825 

2.618 

2 .!~39 

2•277 

2.117 

1-932 

1.710 

.1.636 

1.534 

1.!~36 . 

1.343 

1. 21+3 

1.163 

1. 06)-J-

0.995 

1.653 

l.~h9 

1.502 

1.1~:-o5 

,tf '1.297. 
' '. ' .. 1. 2i6 : . . 

1.-11+). . 

1~043 

0.995 

0.920 

. o..867 

'0.796 

0.752 

0.705 

0.667 

.0.615 

0~571· 

I 

... 
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Table 14. Electronic specific heat and Debye temperature of' 
sodium tungsten bronze. 

Sample 

Nao.56wo3 

Nao.65WOJ 

Nao. 73wo3 

Nao. ai W0.3 ·: 

Nao.89wo3 

(Cg Ca)/p. = C.: 

1.760 

1.922 

2.050 

2.557 

2.819 

± .022 

±- .019 

j: .019 

+ .032 ~ 

+ .027. 

453.5 ± 3. 7 

44-9.2 ± 3.0 

L~96. 7 ±.. 4 .• 6 

453~ 7 i 5.1 . 

505.1 !: 6.3 

If' C/T is .viritt:en·as a function of T2 , equati.on·.(r) 

yields a straight line with intercept Y , arid s ].ope·¢. ~ 

The data for the five. bronzes are pl6tt~d in this .waj in 

Figu~es 9 - 1,3. It is seeri that a straight liw~ i~ a good 

approxima t.ion to ·the da.ta for all' five ·samples. The .con-: 

stants of the lines arid their.proba~le errors·were. determined 

by the methodof ieast squares as previously discussed. 

These der.ived .quantl_ties are. given in Table 14. 
Errors in a heat capacity determination at a temperature 

,. T may arise· through uncertainties in measurements of the 

energy supplied to the sample, the mean value of the temper

ature, and the temperature rise of the sample .. 

The energy which was supplied to the sample was deter

mined by measurements of heater current and potential drop, 
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and time of heatlnG• All of these quanti"ties had uncertain

ties of less than 0.05 per cent, and wer'e therefore not 

significant sources of error. The fact that the sample 

surrounded the heater insured that all of the energy supplied 

entered the sample •. 

Errors in the mean temperature of a heating period can 

arise from uncertai~ties in the thermometer current 9;nd po

.te'ntial drop, ·and from inaccuracies in the calibration.· The 
. . .. . 

uncertainties in the electrical measurements were ·less than 

0.05 ·per cent~ . Err.ors aris:i.w?; from the ,graphical i_nterpola-
. . . . 

tion. of the temp~ratur~ c:'alibration ·curves hav~ be_en·:.~sti

mated to b~· less thain 0 .• 1 per cent except at the low·~s:t: 

temperature.s •. ·Error·s in ·heat capacity intr~duce.d _by· the·. 

unce~tainty of the temperature scale. are expe'cted' to· b~ 

everywhere le.ss than 0~5 pe·r cent •. 

The uncertainty in the temper a ture rise ·due. to he a ti.ng 
. . . . 

introduced the largest source of error in the experiment. 

This was due mostly to uncertainties in th~ initial ~d final 

resistances-obtained from the resistance vs. time plot. At 

the lowest temperatures, the drift rates were le,rge,. thus.· 

increasing the. uncertainty in the extrapolation. The 'errors 

in heat capacity due to. this uncertainty in extrapolation 

have been estimated to be less than one per cent except at 

the lowest temperatures. 

The errors that have been estimated above yield a total 

uncertainty of 1.5 per cent or less in a heat capacity deter-
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mination. Due to the small lattice heat capacity and high. 

molecular weieht ~f the bronz~s in additi6n to the requ~re

\ment of containing them· in a ean, the heat c·apfl.city of the 

addenda was comparable ~to that of 'the samples. 

duced an.additional ~ource of error of less than 

This 

1._$ 

the The tota:l absolute error in t~e heat capac.ity of 

was therefore estimated to be less tban3 per .ce~t. 

iJ 

0 

:i.ntro-

per cent. 

bronze's 

... 

• .. 

It~ 

•' 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

To obtain the density of electronic energy levels at 

the Fermi energy from the electronic specific heat, equation 

(lOb) was rewritten as 

( 19 ) g ( E F) · = 3 Y n/n 2kR z ~ • 

For the bronzes, z :: X and n • xja3, where ·a is·· the ·lattice 
. . .· . . .. \. ·.' . . .. 

parameter. . Substituting these quantities and the.: ·n4inerical 
I • ' ' , , • , ',. '·:·· .. : ::\·':. ·-.; '' '', ~. , 

values· of. tl)e ·physical .c_onstants into equation (1.9l·:_gav·~ . · . 

(20) ·. g( £ F·(·::· 4.24~(lo.26rY/fi3 . (~ner.gy lev·~·_i;~:~~~:~i-~:.1 ~c~-3). 
. ~- " ' . ' .. ' -~·:."\'· ':~:-;~:-_:: .. :··~·· ~-- -; .. ' 

In this equation Y must:· b~ give~· the ·units· of jo~!'~s-~.ltioie-1-
• o ' I ' : 0 

0 
•' I 

0 

• 
0

' I 

deg-2:, · ~nd · ~ must be expressed ·1~: Angstroms. Hencii~'( the 
. . ·. . ' ·:.··. ,' 

data will yleld ~he density o~ states at the Fe.rni(:'i~v~l ·as 

a function of x; o~ a1terrt~tively~ as a functiob of 'n sine~ 
'i 

x = na3. :A .Plot of ·th.~:aensity of states as a function of 
I ' .. 

energy can be made i,f· ·it ·_is as sinned that the shape . of this 
·._ . • •• 1 

1 
I , 

~ curve does-not· vary with sodium concentration. 
. I . 

In order <to determine the energy corresponding to. a given 

value of ele6tron density n, equ~tion (4) was differentiated 

to give 

( 21 )' dn • g ( E ) f ·( f -) d [ • 

It was then assumed that f(£.) • 1 for all energies less than 

the Fermi energy and zero for all other __ energies. This as

sumption is strictly true only for- T = 0°K. I but the maximum 

experimental temperature of 4.2°K. would not be expecteq to 

cause significa.nt deviation from this assumption. Rearranging 



equation (21), writing the density of states as a f-unction of 

n, and integrating between limits gave 

(22) dE = ~-2 ~ dn/g(~) 
1 

[
1 

and [ 2 are energies corresponding to electron densities 

n1 _ and n2 respectively. Thereforoj if 1/g(n) is ·_plotted aa 

a ftmct~on of n; tbe area under this curve bet~Je_cn' any two . . 

values of n corresponds ·to their energy difference. ·This 
I 

t:;ra:phical lnte·g;ation is ·sho~n in .Ffgure 14. The area 

increments were chqsen small ·enoi.1gh so that t;he trapezoidal 

rule· gave·_ ·an· accuracy in accord with the· data. 

The densfty of states as. a function of cE- EoL is 

plotted in Figure 15~. [ 
0 

is the energy corresponding to· 

the· lowest experimental electJ:".on density, and cannot be . 
~- - . ·. . 

. . 

[~iv.eri a ·~umel~ic.~L yalue without making some additional as-

sumptions. 

As previo~-siy mentioned, the construe tio·n of the den-

sity of states durve is based on the assumption that' this 

·curve is the same for all of the bronzes. Iri order to test 
' 

the validity of thi~ assumption, the detailed behavior of 

the density of sta.tes must be studied. If :t t is assumed that· 

each electro-n in the crystal can be characterized by a wave 
_. 

propagation vector k 1 each point formed by the tip of one of 
~ 

the k vectors may be regarded as a possible.electronic state 

for the system. On this model it can be shown (49) that the 

number of states per· unit volume per unit energy is given by 

. .... _ 

.... 
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the surface integral 

(23) g( E) = 1 

4 rr2 . , 

in which dS is the differential area of the surface .of con

stant energy· ink space, and E (k) is the electronic energy. 

In order to determine the effect of a change in.sodiUm. 
" 
concentration on g ( f), the perturbations on the ·cori~st.ant 

·,, 

energy surface and on tbe electronic energy ca.used. :by; the'.· 
. ~ . :: ' . . . 

addition 61' ·sodium must .be considered~ Such pe,rtuf.bB_t~ons · 
. ' 'I ,· •' '··, ' 

'<.· ~-. ' . 

might arise because· varying x·. in the formula ·Na)Cwq:3 :.:~hange~ 
. . ' • ':_ • • ; l . . ._1-.:~: >-.:: '' . . 

not only the· electron. density., but .also c')1anges the :potential 
. ' . . . . ' ., :' . ;_' . . . 

field· fn wh,icb the ·e·lectron13 'move by changing the !<i?·ps.i ty 

of sodium cores. 

The lattice periodi.city gives rise to the zone structUre 

of a solid, which influences the surface of constant energy 
' . . . . 

and hence the density of.'state~. 'The zone structure is.a 

function of crystallogr.aphic symmetry and interatomic spacing 

only. . The: cubic bronzes all have the perovski te s-tructu.re 

l.l.J ll. . l 1. l.l with tungsten at (~ 2 z-), oxygen at (2-z·O), (202) and (.02z), 

and sodium sites at (000). The s9dium sites have a probabil• 

ity of occupancy equal to x, but the ·crystallographic sym

metry remains the same· for. all x if the sodium distribution 

is random. There is no experimental evidence to -indicate 

other than a random sodium distribution. Therefore, if the 

small change in lattice parameter is neglected, the Brillouin 

zone structure of the cubic bronzes is unchanged by varia-
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tions in sodium concentration. 

The effect 'of thef ·sodium ·core density on ·the gradient 

of the electron;tc energy is more subtle. In order to -obtain 

the energy· as a. function of k, some simplifying model of a 

metal wust be adopted. By employine the cellular approxima

tion. with ·Bloch one-electron wave functions, the energy is 

found, to be· g:~ ven by 
:: ::.· 1. 

,, 
• 

,i: 

I 

The gradient o_f: ~his e .. xpression can be inf;Lueric~~-:; iby the co.re 
I . . . ~ . 

density only; through the effective mass .m~:~-· sirice, all other 
' . 

effects of the· lattice. are .included in the· _:constant [ 
0 

term. 

This' treatment is. quite crude, ·and would: be expected to 
. ' . . . I . . 

break down badly, at val1.;1e s ·of k near a· zone boundary. As 

discussed p~eviou~iy; ·attempts to refine thi's approac·h have 

resulted in.greater divergence between theory and experiment 

unless a shie;lded co·ulomb potential is employed ( 35) •. The 

recent work of \.Bohm.and Pines gives some justification for 
I 

using such a pdt.ential on the basis of the collective cor

related description of ele6tron motion. Using this approach, 

P}nes (50) calculated the effect of the lattice on the elec-
• 

tronic energy and concluded that the terms ip the electronic 

energy equation which are dependent on the lattice tend to 

cancel one another. To this approximation the construction 

of the density of states curve for the bronzes is justified. 

At most, any effect· should be small and vary smoothly with 

• •. 



sodium concentration •. 

The. sudden rise in the density of states curve (Figure 

15) was hot·expected, and is quite different from th~ para

bolic shape predict.ed on the' basis of simple free· electron 

theory.. One simple model which is consistent with the 
~ 

observed.results is based on the filling of a zone ink 
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space. The Fernii energy increases with the density of elec

trons as the s·odium concentration of the bronzes is increa,sed. 
--l. 

For small .values of f.· the contours of constant en.ergy in k 

space· are spheres !J so that g( < ) .·is proportional :t'o €·t.. .·As 

E approach.es the energy corresponding to a zone bo·undary, 

the contour.s· ~aviate from spherical shape, and· g(_ E ) . ihcr•eases: 
• l. . . ! 

more rapidly. than E-ra until it reaches a maximum when the. 

contour just· touches the boundary. · On this model, the· zone 

·bounda~y hai .~ot yet be~ri reached :at the highest ~*peri~ental 

point because "ri,CE) is still lncreasing. The concept of a 

zone be corning f·,ull may· account for the difficulty found. in 

prepar.ing bronz~s with high sodium .c·o.ncentrations, especially 

if there is a large energy discontinuity at the zone boundary. 

·consideration of· the effective electronic mass. presents 

a slightly different·way of approaching the problem. The 

ratio m~'/m can be calculated by taking the ratio of the ob-

served electronic specific heat to the value calculated from 

the Sommerfeld formula, equation (13). The effective mass as 

a function of sodium concentration is shown in Figure 16. · The 
I 

rise is quite sha~p, and it would be· difficult, if not impos-

I 
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.. 

s:i.ble, to ta1re enoue:h experimental points to establish, 

whether this is a smooth curve or if there is a discontinuity. 

An alternate interpretation of the data is presented by the 

effective mass approximation. To wit, that the de:nsity of 

~tates for each bronze is parabolic with a curvature defined 

·by the effective mass. However, this conclusion is incon-: 

sistent with the fact that the density of .states s.hould at 

most be a simple, slovvly varying function of sodium concen-
. . -

. . 

tration. ·on the ·oth'er. h~nd, the change in eff.ect'ive mass. is 

cons is tent. with~ the . ldea .of a zone becoming ft111'·. _ The ef - .. · 
. .. . .· ' . '. . . · ... 

fective mass~ whi'ch is inversely proportional- to the:_curv·a-· 

ture of the £ vs ·• k curve, would be expected to. incre·~se 

rapidly near a· zone· poundary. 

·An-approximatiob:of.the complete den1:!lty .. of states. curve 

can be drawn. by .. extrapolatlng the linear portion of the· ef-. . . . . . ·. . ' 

fective mass ·vs. sod:i.urn concentration curve· to x = 0. 'J.lhe 

• equation 6f the line i~ 

= ·o.535x + 1.190 • 

Since x is .known as· a function of electron density n, this 

equation becom~s .. 

. . 
Under the assumption that equation (26) is valid, the density 

of states is given by the free electron result using this 

value for electronic mass, 
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4TT ( ") '/3 g( n) = · 2m'·- ( 3n/8V) 
h2 

"/ 1/3 A(m'r m)n • 

\, ', 

'\In this equation A includes all of the physical constants and 
1 

is ,~qual to 4.115(lo1l~), e.v. - 1 -cm-2. Therefore, the ·energy 

in electron volts corresponding to any n in the linear por-.-
tion of FigUre 16 is 

E= 
( 28 )" 

. f.= 

(n dn ·. 

")~ 
0. 

1 . 
A. 

·n 

), 
0 

1 
A 

dn .. 
i' . 

' 

.. 
"\ 

This ~ntegral can be converted to a tabulated form. by" making 

the _substituti~n- u3· -~ n •. This reduces equation (28). to the 

form ti:J n . '. 

( 29) E - . 3 ) . udu -
.A -1- bu3 

, 
·o a 

· with a: lol80 .and b:: 3.125(10~23). · 

.. 
.... 

With n = 0 .. 996(1022 ), the v~l~e for x = 0.56,· equation .. 

(29) gives an _energy of 1.299 electron volts. This is the 

value of E 0 in Figtire 15 on the basis of this approximation .. 

By calculating the density of states from equation (27) and· 
' 

the corresponding'energy from equation (29) for energies 

below 1.299 electron volts, a'complete density of states curve 

can be drawn. This curve is shown in Figu:re 17. 

The inter·pretation of' the density of states curve in 
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terms of the filling of a zone is orily one possible explan~-

tion of the _data.; An equally plausible interp~etation could 

be made_ in ·terms' of an overlap in the band structure. A 
. . . 

theoretical 'calculation of' .the band structure of sodium 

• 

• 

. ,, 
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